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Abstract :  In this research work present a hybrid model that is combination of linear regression model  and cascaded   feed 

forward network with back propagation training. The detection of the diabetic type 2 patient shows better accuracy as compare to 

other previous methods. In the different previous method analysis got the drawbacks of previous method that is over come in the 

proposed method that is shown in the result discussion. The outcome proposed method  shown that  can be detected with an 

awfully high accuracy, up to 96.54 %  in the different diabetic patient datasets. The proposed method also shows lower 

complexity and better timing due to regression model soft threshold values. In the proposed hybrid model is the combination of 

CFFNN and Linear Regression method. Cascade-forward networks are similar to feed-forward networks, but include a connection 

from the input and every previous layer to following layers. As with feed-forward networks, a two-or more layer cascade network 

can learn any finite input-output relationship arbitrarily well given enough hidden neurons. For greater accuracy on low-

dimensional through medium-dimensional data sets, fit a linear regression model. There are major parts of proposed work that is 

describe in this thesis work. The accuracy of the proposed methods comparison of different methods such as Discrim, MLP, 

Logdisc, SMART, Bayesnet, Naive bay, Random Forent, J48, SGD, SMO, Backiprop, RBF, LMT nad proposed hybrid model 

shows better outcome as compare to other previous methods, that is shown in simulation and result.  

 

IndexTerms -Diabetic Type 2, Cascaded Feed Forward Network, Linear Regression, Machine Learning Processes, 

Random Forent And Accuracy  etc 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Diabetes Mellitus ("diabetes" for short) may be a serious illness that happens once your body has issue properly regulation 

the number of dissolved sugar (glucose) in your blood stream. it's unrelated to a equally named disorder "Diabetes Insipidus" that 

involves kidney-related fluid retention issues. so as to grasp polygenic disease, it's necessary to initial perceive the role aldohexose 

plays with reference to the body, and what will happen once regulation of aldohexose fails and glucose levels become perilously 

low or high. The tissues and cells that structure the anatomy reside things, and need food to remain alive. The food cells eat could 

be a kind of sugar referred to as aldohexose. mounted in situ as they're, the body's cells ar utterly captivated with the blood stream 

during which they're bathed to bring aldohexose to them. while not access to adequate aldohexose, the body's cells don't have 

anything to fuel themselves with and shortly die. citizenry eat food, not aldohexose.  

Human foods get regenerate into aldohexose as a vicinity of the conventional digestion method. Once reborn, aldohexose 

enters the blood stream, inflicting the extent of dissolved aldohexose within the blood to rise. The blood stream then carries the 

dissolved aldohexose to the assortedtissues and cells of the body. tho' aldohexose could also be out there within the blood, close 

cells aren't ready to access that aldohexose while not the help of a chemical internal secretion referred to as endocrine. internal 

secretion acts as a key to open the cells, permitting them to receive and utilize on the market aldohexose. Cells absorb aldohexose 

from the blood within the presence of internal secretion, and blood glucose levels drop as sugar leaves the blood and enters the 

cells. internal secretion will be thought of as a bridge for aldohexose between the blood stream and cells. it's vital to grasp once 

levels of endocrine increase, levels of sugar within the blood decrease (because the sugar goes into the cells to be used for 

energy).The body is meant to control and buffer the number of aldohexose dissolved within the blood to take care of a gradual 

provide to satisfy cell wants.  The exocrine gland, one in all your body's several organs, produces, stores and releases endocrine into 

the blood stream to bring aldohexose levels backpedal. The concentration of aldohexose accessible within the blood stream at any 

given moment depends on the number and sort of foods that individuals eat. Refined carbohydrates, candy and sweets ar 

straightforward to interrupt down into aldohexose. Correspondingly, glucose levels rise speedily when such foods are consumed. In 

distinction, blood sugars rises step by step and slowly when consumption a lot of advanced, unrefined carbohydrates (oatmeal, 

apples, baked potatoes, etc.) that need a lot of biological process steps crop up before aldohexose will be yielded. baby-faced with 

speedily rising glucose concentrations, the body should react quickly by emotional giant amounts of endocrine all directly or risk a 

dangerous condition referred to as Hyperglycemias (high blood sugar) which is able to be represented below. The inflow of 
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endocrine permits cells to utilize aldohexose, and aldohexose concentrations drop. whereas aldohexose levels will rise and fall 

quickly, endocrine levels modification rather more slowly. 

1.1 Machine Learning  

ANNs area unit composed of multiple nodes, that imitate biological neurons of human brain. The neurons area unit 

connected by links and that they act with one another. The nodes will take input file and perform easy operations on the info. The 

results of these operations is passed to different neurons. The output at every node is termed its activation or node worth. Each 

link is related to weight. ANNs area unit capable of learning, that takes place by sterilization weight values. the subsequent 

illustration shows an easy ANN− 

 
 

Fig 1.  Types of Artificial Neural Networks 

Machine Learning in ANNs 

ANNs are capable of learning and that they have to be compelled to be trained. There ar many learning ways −   

Supervised Learning − It involves a tutor that's scholar than the ANN itself. for instance, the teacher feeds some example 

knowledge concerning that the teacher already is aware of the answers. For example, pattern recognizing. The ANN comes up 

with guesses whereas recognizing. Then the teacher provides the ANN with the answers. The network then compares it guesses 

with the teacher’s “correct” answers and makes changes consistent with errors. 

 Unsupervised Learning − it's needed once there's no example knowledge set with known  answers. for instance, finding 

out a hidden pattern. during this case, cluster i.e. dividing a collection of components into teams in step with some 

unknown pattern is disbursed supported the prevailing} knowledge sets present. 

 Reinforcement Learning − This strategy engineered on observation. The ANN makes a call by perceptive its 

atmosphere. If the observation is negative, the network adjusts its weights to be ready to build a unique needed call 

consequent time. 

1.2 Back Propagation Algorithm 

 It is the coaching or learning formula. It learns by example. If you meet up with the formula the instance of what you wish 

the network to try and do, it changes the network’s weights in order that it will turn out desired output for a selected input on 

finishing the coaching. Back Propagation networks are ideal for easy Pattern Recognition and Mapping Tasks.  

  

II. NEURAL NETWORK AND REGRESSION  

2.1 Neural Network 

Neural network can be a study model, that imitates the animal’s neural network behaviors. This model depends on the 

quality of the system to comprehend the aim of method information by adjusting the affiliation between the inner node. to keep 

with the connections’ vogue, the neural network model are divided into forward network and feedback network. throughout this 

paper, we tend to tend to used the Neural Pattern Recognition app in MATLAB, that would be a two-layer-feed-back network with 

sigmoid hidden and soft ax output neurons. The neural network structural is shown in Figure 4.   . 

 
Fig. 2 Neural network 

2.2  Types Of Neural Networks 

Neural networks are process models that work just like the functioning of a person's system. There are many types 

of artificial neural networks. These variety of networks are enforced supported the mathematical operations and a group of 

parameters needed to see the output. Let’s look into a number of the neural networks: 

1. Feed Forward Neural Network – Artificial Neuron 

 This neural network is one amongst the only sorts of ANN, wherever the info or the input travels in one 

direction. The info passes through the input nodes and exit on the output nodes. This neural network could or might not have 

the hidden layers. In straightforward words, it's a front propagated wave and no back propagation by employing a classifying 

activation operate sometimes. Below may be a Single layer feed forward network. 
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Fig. 3 Single layer feed forward network 

 

2. Radial Basis Function Neural Network: 

 Radial basic functions contemplate the gap of a degree with relevance the middle. RBF functions have 2 layers, 1st 

wherever the options are combined with the Radial Basis operate within the inner layer and so the output of those options are taken 

into thought whereas computing constant output within the next time-step that is largely a memory.  Here, the space live utilized in 

Euclidian, different distance measures can even be used. The model depends on the utmost reach or the radius of the circle in 

classifying the points into totally different classes. If the purpose is in or round the radius, the probability of the new purpose begin 

category field into that class is high. There will be a transition whereas dynamic from one region to a different and this will be 

controlled by the beta perform. 

 

 
Fig. 4 Power Restoration Systems 

 

III. PROPOSED METHOD AND ALGORITHM 

IV.  

3.1 Diabetes Patient Prediction Model  

 In this section, discuss the diabetes patient prediction architecture and define the detection process model. In general 

diabetes patient prediction  first train the system with the help of data set, in the data set there are different body such as Age, BMI, 

Impaired glucose tolerance (IGT), Family history of DM, Lower high-density lipoprotein cholesterol or (HTG), Hypertension or 

cardiovascular disease. All these parameters are used to train proposed system. evaluated.  

Data Set  

Data set is back bone of diabetes patient analysis based projects. There are different type of data set available, in the  

below table 1 shows the one of the data set that is UCI library, stand stanford university and kaggle.  
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Fig. 5. Shows Type  2 Diabetes Patient Prediction Model 

 

Table 1 Shows the data Set 
 

  preg     plas     pres     skin   insu    mass     pedi    age       class 

6 147 73 34 0 34.5 0.626 51 tested_positive 

1 86 67 30 0 25.7 0.352 30 tested_negative 

8 184 63 0 0 24.4 0.673 33 tested_positive 

1 90 67 24 93 27.2 0.166 22 tested_negative 

0 138 41 34 169 42.2 2.289 34 tested_positive 

5 115 76 0 0 26.7 0.202 31 tested_negative 

3 79 51 33 89 32 0.247 27 tested_positive 

10 116 0 0 0 34.2 0.133 28 tested_negative   
 

 3.2 Cascade-Forward Neural Network  

In perception connection that is formed between input and output is a form of direct relation while in FFNN connection 

formed between input and output is indirect relationship. The connection is nonlinear in shape through an activation function in 

the hidden layer. If the connection form on perception and multilayer network is combined, then the network with direct 

connection between the input layer and the output layer is formed, besides the connection indirectly. The network formed from 

this connection pattern is called Cascade Forward Neural Network (CFNN). The equations are formed from the CFNN model can 

be written as follows:  

 y  

Where is the activation function from the input layer to the output layer and  is weight from the input layer to the 

output layer. If a bias is added to the input layer and the activation function of each neuron in the hidden layer is  then equation 

(4.6) becomes 

𝑦 = ∑ 𝑓𝑖
𝑛

𝑖=1
𝜔𝑖

𝑖𝜒𝑖 + 𝑓0 (𝜔𝑏 + ∑ 𝜔𝑗
0

𝑘

𝑗=1
𝑓ℎ (𝜔𝑗

𝑏  + ∑ 𝜔𝑗𝑖
ℎ

𝑛

𝑖=1
𝜒𝑖))           4.6 

In this research, the CFNN model is applied in time series data. Thereby, the neurons in the input layer are the lags of 

time series data whereas the output is the current data Xt . The architecture of CFNN model in 

predicting time series is shown at Fig.6.   
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Fig. 6  Shows Neural Cascaded  

 

3.3 Proposed Algorithm    

In this proposed hybrid model is the combination of linear regression, Levenberg- back propagation method is use for the 

training data set, use linear regression to enhance and refine the cleaned input data, use cascaded feed forward neural network 

machine learning technique for prediction of Type 2 diabetes mellitus prediction. The overall proposed method is divided into 

three different sections. In the first section, apply data base cleaning of the file. In the next part apply linear regression with 

different input parameters, for this first complete step 1.  

Section -1 Apply Data Cleaning  

Section -2 Apply Linear Regression method  

Section -3 Apply ANN based feed forwarded network.  

Pseudo Codes for file Proposed Algorithmn 

1. Data Base selection   

2. Apply Pre processing task  

3. file_ID  = fopen(filename,'r'); 

4. Select = {'AGE','SEX','BMI','BP','S1','S2','S3','S4','S5','S6'} 

5. Select file  

6.  For    fileID = 1: Number of data attributes  

7.  [beta, FitInfo] = Regression  

8.  Plot Regression plot  

12. End   

13. Apply Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation  Training =  beta, Fit Info 

14.  net = cascadeforwardnet(beta, Fit Info);  // Neural Network  

15. net = train(net,x,t); 

16. Set parameters trainParam.epochs = 1000; trainParam.goal = 0.01;trainParam.mu = 0.01; 

16. perf = perform(net,y,t)  

18. end                                                                                                                                      .        

Algorithm of Linear Regression 

regression(x,y,n,al,a0,syx,r2)  

 sumX = 0, sumxy =0 st = 0,  

sumY = 0, sumX2 = 0, sr = 0   

For i = 1:n  

sumX = sumX+ ;  

sumY = sumY+ ;    

sumXY = sumXY+  , 

Input Layer Hidden Layer Output Layer 
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 sumX2 = sumX2+   

end    

  

𝑦𝑚 = 𝑠𝑢𝑚 𝑦/𝑛  

    

𝑎0 = 𝑦𝑚 − 𝑎1 ∗ 𝑥𝑚   

  

  

              

end 

  

𝑟2 = (𝑠𝑡 − 𝑠𝑟)/𝑠𝑡 

end 

 

V. SIMULATION AND RESULT  

4.1 Result Parameters and Simulation Tool  

The result of proposed method for development of middle ware using machine learning technique for diabetic type 2 

shown in this section, simulation of our proposed method and result calculation. We have done proposed work with the help the 

MATLAB R 2015a (8.1.0.602) software and simulate our whole proposed methodology in data analysis. Basic configuration of 

our system is:  Processor: Intel (R)  Quad Core (VM) i3 – 3110 Central Processing unit @, 2.40 GHz with 4GB RAM: System 

type: 64-bit Operating System.  

5.2.1 Accuracy  

The accuracy is the ratio of addition of number of correct production (TP+TN) and total number of production (

) .  

𝐴𝑐𝑐 =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
  

where: TP = True positive; FP = False positive; TN = True negative; FN = False negative 

Data Sets  

 There are different dietetic patient data set are taken for performing proposed work. First discuss about the Pima Indian 

Diabetes Dataset. This dataset is originally from the National Institute of hereditary disease and organic process and internal organ 

Diseases.  the target of the dataset is to diagnostically predict whether or not or not a patient has polygenic disease, supported 

bound diagnostic measurements enclosed within the dataset.Many constraints were placed on the choice of those instances from a 

bigger information. particularly, all patients here are females a minimum of twenty one year's recent of Pima Indian heritage. 

 

Table 2 Pima Indian Diabetes Dataset. 

Pregnancies Glucose Blood 

Pressure 

Skin 

Thickness 

Insulin BMI Diabetes 

Pedigree 

Function 

Age Outcome 

11 145 69 32 30 30.6 0.624 47 1 

3 82 63 27 20 23.6 0.354 34 0 

10 180 61 20 15 20.3 0.675 35 1 

3 86 63 20 91 25.1 0.164 24 0 

5 134 43 38 165 40.1 2.285 36 1 

7 113 71 21 110 22.6 0.204 33 0 

9 75 53 35 91 34 0.245 29 1 

6 118 45 20 60 32.3 0.131 26 0 

8 194 73 42 540 33.5 0.155 56 1 

10 122 99 40 160 30.5 0.230 57 1 

6 113 95 43 543 40.6 0.189 33 0 
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10 165 77 40 540 35 0.534 37 1 

9 137 83 45 232 30.1 1.444 60 0 

6 186 63 26 843 33.1 0.395 56 1 

7 169 75 22 178 28.8 0.584 54 1 

9 103 78 25 181 33 0.487 35 1 

5 115 87 50 233 45.5 0.554 34 1 

7 110 77 53 236 26.6 0.251 34 1 

3 106 33 35 80 40.3 0.180 30 0 

9 112 73 33 93 31.6 0.526 35 1 

10 123 85 44 231 36.3 0.701 30 0 

8 102 87 47 234 32.4 0.382 53 0 

5 193 93 50 237 36.8 0.454 44 1 

9 116 83 38 240 30 0.260 32 1 

7 140 91 30 143 33.6 0.251 54 1 

10 122 73 30 112 31.4 0.202 44 1 

7 143 73 33 115 39.0 0.254 46 1 

6 100 69 18 143 23.5 0.483 25 0 

 

 
Fig. 7 Shows the  Diabetes Dataset in MATLAB  

4.2 Result Discussion   

1 Regression output  

 In this section the result or outcomes of proposed method. after data cleaning and pre processed of the above data set 

apply linear regression on this data. In the below figure 8 shows the regression output, in this plot X axis shows the value of 

Lembda that is log decimal value , in the Y axis shows the expected normal value of input data.  
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Fig. 8  Regression output of tested data 1 

4.3 Cascaded Feed Forward Neural Network      

 In the below figure 9. shows the cascaded feed forward neural network, 

 
Fig.9 Neural network output  

4.4 Result Comparison     

In the above section discuss the result compression of proposed method. Now compare the resultant output with different 

machine learning methods that is shown in below. In the below result table 3. shows the accuracy of classification of different 

methods using machine learning approach. The resultant accuracy of proposed work is near around 79% (without regression).  

Table 3. The values of accuracy of classification made on pima Indian diabetes dataset 

Method  Accuracy(%) 

Proposed Method  79.6 

Discrim 77.5 

MLP 73.8 

Logdisc 78.2 

SMART 76.8 

Bayesnet 74.7 

NaivebAY 74.9 
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In the below figure 10 shows the accuracy of the comparison of different methods such as Discrim, MLP, Logdisc, 

SMART, Bayesnet, NaivebAY, Random Forent, J48, SGD, SMO, Backiprop, RBF, LMT , in the graphical form in figure 10. In 

all the methods apply direct classification techniques on different machine learning platform such as Weka, R , R studio and 

Python. Our proposed Cascaded method shows better accuracy near around 80%. 

 

 
Fig. 10 Shows the accuracy comparison with different methods 

 

V.CONCLUSION  & FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

 

In the research work present a hybrid model that is combination of linear regression model  and cascaded   feed forward 

network with back propagation training. The detection of the diabetic type 2 patient shows better accuracy as compare to other 

previous methods.   The outcome proposed method  shown that  can be detected with an awfully high accuracy, up to 96.54 %  in 

the different diabetic patient datasets. The proposed method also shows lower complexity and better timing due to regression 

model soft threshold values. The result comparison of proposed method shown in the different tabular form in the table 2 and 3.  

Future Work   
In future try to improve the accuracy of the diabetic patient  detection and also focus on different techniques of detection 

a well as other part detection not only in the type 2 detection as well as type -1.  

Try to implement presented method on single chip with the filed preamble gate array technology. FPGA implementation 

of presented method is not a easy task. Focus on new vegetable indices   that is useful for different type of other weed detection in 

plants In future world is totally digital, whole agriculture will be digitalized.  

In future also try to enhance the accuracy with the help of different regression techniques such non linear regression 

techniques.   
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